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What is going on 

Loren and I have been racking our brains for the past couple of months about how to define love.  

People use the word love to define most anything and everything that we think, perhaps, it has 

become a kleenex word (meaning a word that describes everything – yet really nothing)…  this is 

not to say it is a throw away word, but certainly something that each of us need to define before 

we spew it out all over the place thinking everyone knows what we are talking about.  There are 

certainly all kinds of love…. And as we progress from the 3
rd

 dimension to be fully and totally 

multidimensional… we believe there is another “love”…. Higher yet than Christ love… which 

was brought to our planet and has been  - up until now the highest vibration… (now  this is 

where we will get some hate mail and some “take me off your newsletter list”…. Remember this 

is our opinion… our thoughts… you may differ wildly from us… that is great…. We won’t 

judge you…) we think there is quantum love… a quantum universal love… a multidimensional 

love…. Gasp… The source of all love…. More on this later… more explanation, perhaps a blog, 

more ?????? 

**** 

We also have an issue (I will side track a bit here just to tell you a little funny…. I was 

discussing my issues ((or annoyances)) with our son, Sean, the other day… not issues with him, 

just life in general…… as I went on and on… he said, “hold it a moment, mom, do I need to take 

out a subscription for all the issues?”…..)  Ok, to get back on track….  We’ve been trying to 

figure out this abundance/manifestation stuff… not just related to money, but to everything.  

http://www.drsmick.com/
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And, I don’t want to be told AGAIN that I am doing something wrong….which, by the way, is 

what you usually hear… if you said the right words, if you came from the right place, if you 

cleared all your neg. beliefs, if you stood on your head bare-naked, etc….. My gripe was why 

does the fear stuff happen – wisp, bang and the other stuff (I called it – incorrectly – intent…) 

not happen? Well, believe me – I was slammmmmmmmmed… first of all, it is not intent…---I 

was certainly told THAT quickly!!!! Then folks went into emotion, feelings, on and on and on… 

most folks told me the opposite of fear is love….. Man, I disagree with that…. I (remember, I get 

an opinion)… believe the opposite of love is hate…. So where does that leave “fear”???? What is 

the opposite of fear?????  We came up with all sorts of things from belief, faith, self-confidence, 

courage –although getting closer (remember to us… not a collective consensus)… finally the 

word, certitude was suggested (thanks, Harold)… I had never heart of the word – so I quickly 

googled it  (soooo savvy) :  Certitude – absolute certainty or conviction that something is the 

case.  Something that someone firmly believes is true. Freedom from doubt, esp. in matters of 

faith or opinion; certainty.  Synonyms: assurance, conviction. 

Wow! That fits…. So we are looking at the opposite of fear as certitude….. going into that place 

of certainty…. Manifesting from certitude…….So far ….  so good….. 
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G.A.S. 

Our friend, Daniel, has nicked named what is going on “Global Acceleration Syndrome” (or 

G.A.S. for short)… he says it is not really a medical diagnosis, it is more like a “distress signal” 

that begs for a diagnosis.  We have written about all the “diagnoses” for many newsletters… 

some of the lists we have presented may be helped by some form of medical, psychological or 

bio-energetic “treatments”.  If you can find help for the symptoms, by all means, go get 

some!!!!…. But  (this is what I love)….. If you cannot and you get to a point where you’d like to 

SCREAM… the guides offer their comfort and they suggest you try to embrace the process as an 

inevitable result of G.A.S…. Since most of our guides have not lived in a body and have not 

gone through what many of us are having to experience…. “Grin and bear it.” is not working for 

me…. So we suggest…. Go SCREAM….. Do it often…. Inside, outside… SCREAM… at least 

this might get some of the tension, anger, despair, disappointment, depression, etc. out of your 

body.  Not much of a suggestion, but it is helping us. 

2011 

So, the year 2011 is requiring intensive “FOCUS” for all of us.  Things are speeding up (or at 

least that is what it appears to us).  Perhaps we should all take this opportunity to develop our 

ability to let go of attachments and change our focus at a moment’s notice.  Remember, we aren’t 

just shifting ideas in our mind.  That is the old thinking….  What we are actually doing is 

shifting actual universes from our 3rd dimensional reality to multi-dimensional reality…. From 

stagnant to fluid.   

We’ve all had many relationships in this lifetime… we all have made many, many connections… 

each one (whether you like this or not) have been significant… they have brought you to where 

you are.  But sometimes connections are over… they served their purpose(s).  Sometimes folks 

still hold onto connections (relationships) instead of breaking clean….  When a connection is 

over, break clean.  It is like defragging your computer… defrag time, folks….  Some stay others 

go… this really applies to all our attachments…. All our stuff, all our past “happenings”…. 

Defrag it all….  

The question is whether you are prepared to change the direction of your life or are we all so 

enamored with materialism that we cannot let go?  Having abundance is not the same as it fulfills 

the promise of equality and sharing in a fair way that covers all of your needs.  This is quite 

different from the unabated drive to acquire as much material wealth as possible, often at the 

expense of others. 

So…… what to do?  This is a culmination of lots of information I have googled, read, been told. 

1. Adapt to simply feeling and knowing more, being energetically larger and being more 

consciously interactive with your higher self. 

2. Master remaining within your higher vibration no matter what is happening around you 

physically, emotionally, psychically or energetically. 
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3. Practice and master discernment.  Allow other parts of yourself to inform you that you 

are not “your old self”, you are “not your lower vibration”, you are not just your intellect… etc. 

4. Be prepared on multiple levels for great increase in severely polarized consciousness, 

mental, emotion, physical instability and/or violence in lower frequencies.  Don’t’ get 

“engaged”… just know it will pass… and pass more quickly if you don’t get engaged. 

5. Be prepared on multiple levels for very pleasant new multidimensional experiences, 

vision, feelings, smells, sounds, discoveries and profoundly deeper levels of knowing.  Deeper 

level knowing is much more vast and multidimensional, not to mention free…. Than old 3d 

egoic, intellectual, left-brained thinking and costly memorization of specific distorted 

information…. (Whew!) 

6. Expect greater magnetic changes of earth, increased solar activities and continued light 

changes, increased unusual deep-space cosmic and galactic activities, energies, lights, 

movements, changes in orbits and locations, planetary axial tilt correction, etc.  Simultaneously 

expect greater changes in your awareness of linear time, of moving out of it and into non-linear 

quantum and multidimensional states of awareness.  Don’t become lost or frightened during the 

increasing moments when you are consciously aware of vibrating/spinning/existing well outside 

old familiar linear 3d earth time and polarized consciousness.  We will all adapt to this quickly 

and wonder how we ever lived without it…..  It will be us looking back one day and noticing 

how much all has changed!!! 

7. Learn to hold your higher vibrationally self while allowing all others to learn and do the 

same.  Don’t judge… let everyone have his/her own path. 

8. Expect things to change (evolve) much quicker than what some people and channeled 

beings have predicted. 

9.  So the lower vibrations will be continually assailing you … your protection is your own 

energies of light…. Keep calm and hold your focus… you will be beyond the reach of any 

negativity… when or if you meet any face-to-face, you having nothing to fear… just maintain 

your light…  do the Gold Light…. 

10. Hang on………………. 

A bit more….. 

You surely know by now that “like attracts like” and when you question why certain things 

happen in your life, you may trace it back to your own desires.  It may also be the “mirror effect” 

where you attract to yourself exactly what you despise or hate because of the energies you give 

out.  The Law of Attraction does not qualify or filter your energies to determine whether or not 

they are of the light or dark (positive or negative).  Where your thoughts and actions are directed 

to is exactly what you get back.  Think for a moment if you supported hanging for some crimes, 

would you not conversely attract violence to yourself?   
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Blogs 

Certainly can’t leave you all without a plug for our blogs…. It has been year in January since we 

started them… so, by the looks of things, we aren’t out of words so… onwards we gooooooooo. 

Diane’s www.drsmick.com/blog . I write everyday – random thoughts, etc. 

Loren’s www.drsmickjewelry.com/blog   and www.fortunatenumberjewelry.com . Loren writes 

weekly… the drsmickjewelry is all about stones; the fortunatenumberjewelry is more about 

numerology…. 

….and 

I saw this the other day… I do not know who came up with it… but I think it describes what we 

are all striving for: 

Not “the Patriarch” 

Not “the Matriarchy” 

But…”The Humanarchy” 

Hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm nice….. 

So, that is it for now --- look for new work to come…. 

Loren and Diane 
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